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an (:!r/)Itrary mllLc planar of size N. It was shown that, under these conditions, partition 
of an arbitrary Ising model (however withont magnf'tic field) or of the dimf!r modd arf' 

Cook r16] alld Karp r171. The 

is how computation of the partition function is often called 011 

l-"-complel,e dn.'iS, i.e. 
hierarchy 1. Similarly, adding monomers makes the dimer-monomer model on a planar graDh (or even OIl 

graph) a problem of the #P-coIIlplete class 

so that solution fragments of the original and maDPed models 

nonsingular basis for the 1>f,I",,<~.,nhi 
One 
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Wayne State 5101 Cass Avc,Detmit, MI48202IJp.Tiartm~1lt of Chemistry, 
Nonlinear Studies and Theoretical Division, LANL, Los Alamos, NM 87545 

(Dated: January 21, 2009) 

We describe a rich family of binary variables statistical mechanics models all planar graphs which 
arc equivalent to Gaussian Grassmann Graphical models (free fermions). Calculation of parlition 
function (weighted counting) in the models is easy (of polynomial complexity) as reduced to eval
uation of determinants of matrixes linear in the number of variableH. In particular, thb family of 
models coven; Holographic Algorithms of Valiant and extend" on the Gauge Transformation" 
discussed in our previous works 

PACS numbers: 02.50.Tt, 64.60.Cn, 05.50.+q 

I. IN'I'RODUCTION 

This paper rests on classical results derived and discussed in statistical and computer science. Onsager 
solution [9] of two-dimensional Ising model OIl a square grid, its combinatorial interpretation by Kac and \Vard 
relation between Ising model and dimer model, established independently by Ternperley, Fisher [11, 12] and 

14], have aimed mainly at of phase transitions in parametrically homogeneous infinite systems. However, 
algebraic and combinatorial techniques used in these papers were intrinsically microscopic, and thus imitable for 

and 

of a much broader class of problems, e.g. these which are parametrically inhomogeneous and stated 
In fact, the approach was extellded ill [12, 15] to inhol!logeneous versions of the !nodels 01\ 

properly definf'd N N matricf's. Note \ hat. computing a 
function of a generic statistical physics model is the task of 

this is the task of the #P complexity according to computer science classification, started with classical papers of 
feature of the generic statistical physics model makes the easiness of the planar 

and exceotionaL especially so in view of the results of Barahona [18], who showed 
to the planar Ising model immediately elevates the weighted 

the computer science 
of complexity necessary and sufficient for solving any other problem from the 

One wonders if the easiness of the dimer and Ising models on planar graphs is a lucky exception or in fact a small 
piece of a yet unexplored A llew of Valiant [1-3], coined by the author "holographic algorithm", 
shed some additional light to this question. In [13] Valiant described a new family of easy planar models reducible 
to dimer models OIl planar graphs via a rich family of . The were of "classical" and 
types. Classical gadgeL describes all elementary graphical transforrna1ion applied to variables definer! on an element 
of the graph, e.g. or a region, preserving one-to-one correspondence between configurations of the original 
model and transformed model. Example of a classical gadget was already used Fisher in [12] (point-to-triangle 
transformation) to map Ising model to (limer model. Holographic gadget of [13] consisted in linear transformation 
of the parametrization basis for the binary 
would be in a mixed relation, so that certain sums, and not individual elements of 
are related to each other. The freedom in choosing an 
was discussed in [1-3], however it was only explored there in a very limited fashion. 
to generate a polynomial time algorithm (via reduction to a determinant) for a number of 
exponential time algorithms where known before, such as counting of edge orientations OIl a planar 
degree 3 with lIO nodes containing all the edges directed towards it or away from it. (This model uelllligti 

I The #P, pronounced sharp-P, and #f'-complete classes were introduced by Valiant in [19]' who tituclied complexity of calculating the 
permanent of a matrix. 

2 	 Physics terms, dimer and monomer-climer models, are fully equivalent to perfect matching model and matching model respectively, 
terms used in computer science. 

http:64.60.Cn
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In this Section we discuss results of 

model OIl a 

function for a dimer model 
and 

and 

for 

studied before in statistical . We will 
A class of easy factor fUllction 111VUC"i:>, 

than was also discussed in [6]. These models were stated in terms of a set of 
Ul1.UUllt), one per vertex, factor functions of the model. Notice. that similar alg:ebraic constraints on 

easy combinatorial models where discussed in 
III this paper we pose and solve the 

an e:dwustive to the 
with 
Our consists of two 

from the aforementioned studies: To 

variable per directed 
matrixes describing interaction of fermions associated with directed _ _ 
Partition function of the Vertex Grassman Gaussian Graphical (VG~I) model is a Pfaffian by construction. Then we 
show that the VGa model is to its variable counter-part, called Wick Binary Graphical (WBG) 
model. Second, we reuse the rich family of transformations introduced before in our early papers devoted to 
Belief Propagation (BP) and Calculus (LC) approach [4-8]. Essentially, these gauge transformations 
are equivalent to the holographic transformations of We apply the vertex-local gauge transformations to the 
VG3 model. TIle gauge transformations factor of the binary-variable graphical model, while keeping 
its panit.ion function invariant thus, to Pfaffian according to the nrst step of the underlined 
procedure. Overall, combination of the vertex potentials in the fermion models with gauge transformations 
(pair of 2 x 2 matrixes per orthogonal to each other) exhaust the freedom, thus giving complete description of 
the Pfaffian-reducible binary-variable models for planar graph. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section II, devoted to technical introduction into the subjects, discusses classical 
material, following from [11, 12. 14, 15], on perfect matdlings, Kastcleyn and more generaI Pfaffian orientations. \Ve 
also introduce there a fermioll model, fully equivalent to dimer model, and call it Edge Gaussian Grassmann Graphical 
(EC:l) model. Section III forms the core of the paper. This Section is actually broken into into four Subsections. 
Sections III A and 111 B are devoted r,o definition and discussions of the general VG~ fermion model and equivalent 
binary-variables WBG model respectively. Relation between the general ferTllion and binary variable models (defined 
011 the same planar graph) are discussed in Section III C. A somehow alternative construction relating the VG3 
model to a dimer model on a planar extended graph is described in Section III D and respective auxiliary details 
are provided in Appendix A. Section IV discusses details and examples of the gauge transformation. It is broken in 
four Subsections as well. Section IV A, based on materials from [4-8] contains reminder of the gauge transformation 
procedure, and examples illustrating how the gauge transformation reduces tlirner model, ice model and Ising model 
on a planar graph to the general WBG models are in Sections IV B,IV C ,IV D respectively. Au alternative 
generalization of the gauge transformation approach is discussed in Appendix C. Section V concludes the manuscript 
with summary and discu""ioll of future challenges. 

II. PERFECT MATCHINGS, KASTELYAN ORIENTATIONS AND FERMIONS 

Fisher [11, 12] 011 

number of perfect matcitings) OIl 

chosen matrix. Describing this dassicalmaterial we will 
thus relating the dimer model to a free fermion 

Consider a Graph, 9, consisting of the set of ]V vertexes, and the set of undirected 
91 = ({a, b} la ~ b; a, b = 1" .. , where a ~ b are are connected by an edge. With a 

abuse of notations we will also be b) E from vertex a to vertex b) of the 
In this Section we will also a..%Urne that ]V is even, while this restriction will not be necessary further. 

Introduce a weight structure, UJ = b} E 41). Then. the Dartition fUIIction of a dimer model 

The term "free fermion model" was dubbed ill where the relation between dimers and fermiolls was also discussed. Loosely 
speaking the "free" feature of the fermion considered in the paper indicates that integrands in the respective Berczin integrals 
are Gaussians in Grassmann variables. 
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OIl the is deli ned as follows 

(1 )=L )
.,.. 

where 1r 0, 11 {a, b} E that returns one if x y and zero 
each term under the sum in of the resoective dimer 

are 011e associates the:;e with nrnh"hi 

Let us introduce a skew-symmetric 
O'ab ±l. We will also write, 11 = w. * 0', notation . 
To IIlark of n on the signature structure, b) E ), we write n(O"). Note, that u 
describes an orientation OIl 91. Next we define the Gaussian Grassmann Graohical model described by 
the followillir oartition function 

I exp (~ L tp"O'abW abtp1>\ IT dtpu 
(a.,bjEgl ) o>=G" 

(2)bEG3,U;"W) = '(I )/ Pf(w,*O')Pf(O'), 

Jexp "2 L tpaO'"bi.pb IT dtpa 
(a,bjEgl aEg" 

where we introduce anti-commuting variables, Va, b E 90 tpatpb = -tpbi.p" , and formally adopts Berezin integration 
rules [26], Va 90: I dtpa 0, I tp"dtpa = 1. The normalization factor ill Eq. (2) is ±l by construction, and it 
i" there simply to enforce the condition, ZEG" (0"; I) = 1. The significance of EG~l (and for that matter of any other 
Gaussian models on is that evaluation of its pm"tition function is easy, i,e. it is a problem of N 3 or lesser 
complexity. In fact direct evaluation of the Berezin integrals in Eq. (2) show;; that (u; w) Pf(n) /Pf(O"). 

Expanding the integrand in the nominator of Eq. (2) into a formal series in and the illtegrals 
OIle observes that all the terms in the emerging polynomial in w are ill Olle-to-one correspondence to dimer 
contributions in . In corresponding terms in the two expansions are to each other by absolute value 
and the only difference can be in respective signatures. 

Olle wonders which allow a special, ;;o-called Pfaffiall, choice of u u. such that (u.; w) 
for ariv w, i.e. resoective mOlloms in the expansions of Eq. (1) and Eo. (2) are eClUal to each other. This 

also r27-301). and the followinlr was shown. 

Proposition II.I If 9 is s1ich that its ever'y even C, such that 9 \ C contains a has an odd 
number' of edaes d'ir-ected either- dir'ection of the then ZEG3(U;W) = ZD(W) any w. 

Proof: Consider two distinct It is obvious union of the two, 

U C = Ua,b}I11"(;f + 
in the union contains a that an empty 

Consider two as their _ ulllon. 
(·nrn..H.:nnnflpnr to two , ~ Oll the differcnce between the two 

of terms along the cycle. Writing dowIl respective contributions 
as ordered through the cycle clockwise, where thus Ccw i!:i the clockwise oriented versioIl of C), 
oIle finds that the relative of the two contributions is - IT(a,I;)ECcw O'al;, wherc the overall cOllies from the 
relative ordering of Grassmanll variables along the oriented cycle. Therefore, to compcnsate for the relative 
i.e. to make it we need to require that the number of negativc O'a/) counted clockwise over the cycle is 
odd. Given that the is even (by COIl!:itruction) this translates into the requirement of odd number of 
orientations (in either direction) over the cycle. Extending this requirement to any pair of matchings separated by 
a cycle, one finds that relative of any two contributions (generating a union of disjoint even cycles) is also 
(+). I 

Therefore, we say that a 9 is Pfaffian oricntable if the cOlldit.ion~ of Prop. IT. 1 are met. 
Kastcleyn has shown constructively that any Plauar graph i;; Pfalfian orielltablc [14, 151. Construction of the so

called Kastelyan orientation is straightforward one requires that any (even or odd) face of the planar graph (possibly 
under exception of the outer is oriented such that the number of anti-clockwise (negative) is odd. 

Proposition II.2 ThB IL~fPWf1.n a,iBn/,a.lion rmhzes a. valid PJa:lfia.n orienl.al:ion Jar (), planar' 

http:tpaO'"bi.pb
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Proof: Here we fOllow Lemma 8.3.3 of Consider a C in 9, assume that there are f faces inside (in the 
interior of) C and let Ci denote the number of clockwise lines on the boundary of face i, i 1, ... , f. 

Let v be the number of points inside C, e the number of line inside C, and k the number of edges on C. Then, 
according to the Euler's characteristic formula to the domain bounded by C (the number of vertexes minus 
the number of edges plus the number of faces is equal two), one finds (v + k) (e k) + (f + 1) 2, where we 
also accounted for the outer face of the domain. Further, Ci are all odd according to the Kastelyan orientation, thus 
f c.; (mod The Humber of clockwise edges on C is c = L.{~1 Ci - Therefore, combining all the above 
relations one finds c = (v - 1) (mod 2), i.e. the number of clockwi!:\e of the cycle is of opposite parity to 
the number of vertexes inside the domain. On the other hand for an even cycle, such that 9 \ C contains a perfect 
matching, the number of vertexes inside the domain is even, and thus the number of the clockwise edges within the 
cycle is odd. I 

orienting the cells one after another, till all faces 
are oriented. (See also scheme realizing the Kastelyan 

An example of a greedy algorithm Kastelyan orientation on a planar graph is as follows - (a) order faces of 
the ill a way that orielltillg all of the first n faces leaves at least Olle of the n + 1 face not yet oriented 
(a dense zig-zag ordering is a valid 

III. VERTEX-G3 (FERMION) MODEL AND WICK (DISCREET-VARIABLES) MODEL 

In this Section we elevate relation between free-fermion and binary graphical models discussed in Section II to the 
next level. Here we consider generalizations of both the free-fermion EG3 model and dimer models to Vertex Gaussian 
GrassmanIl Graphical (VG 3 

) model and Wick Binary Graphical (W13G) model respectively. We will introduce a 
fT·",,,,lnTTl in VG3 model and show that with a proper choice of the orientation the two models are 

equivalent. 

A. Vertex-G 3 model 

In the VG3 model, to be described immediately, the ~-Grassmans are associated with the directed edges, i.e. ~af:J 
and ipba are independent. The model is Gaussian. thus a factor fUllction associated with each vertex of the graph and 

"interactions" b(~tween different Grnssmans is a vertex dependent pair-wise and skew-symmetri 
· ,t A ~ (A\a; - .(,,) J<llru(a)'(b .) I!) h (b .) (b) ( )'" d' t dI a - be - -neb ~bc nbc I acE ~1 , were --> a -+ c ,a U a,c IS a 1rec eOJ]ec" 

~i~) ~~r(~) = ±l and WL~l) W,(:) are skew-symmetric orientation and symmetric weight of the triplet respectively. 
We also introduce pairwise interaction associated with an {(1, b}, i.e. a binary term ipab and ipba' 

This term will be controlled by the skew-symmetric orientations, O'ab -O'ba = ±1. One adopts the following 
natural notations, ~ (<;i;)I(b a c) E 9d, (j ((1, b) c: ), W = (Wabl b) E 9Il, for the sets of 
triplet-orientations, edge-orientations and weights respectively. Finallv. the uartition function of the VG3 model is 
defined as follows 

. (lJexp "2 rpab~b" 
(b-+a-+c)E91

ZVG3(~,(j; W) 
Jexp (~ 

(3)(~ L W!:)~O") ).
2 (b-+a-+c:)E9, 

where the introduced GrassmanIl variables anti-commute, \f(a, b), (e, d) E ipabipct/ = -ipct/ipab, the integrals are 
defined ilccording to st,andard Tierezin rules, \f(a, Ii) E I dipab 0, I ipabf1ipab = 1, and the second equality 
interprets the partition function as a Gaussian statistical average (expectation value) over the GrassmanIl variables. 
The denominator in Eq. (3), which ii:l ±l, is introduced to enforce the normalization condition, ZEG3(~;(j;O) 1. 

model, as of any other Gaussian Grassman model, is in the fact that its parti-
function is a pfaffian. Indeed, the denominator in Ea. (3) is the Pfaffian of the 

(a)U,(a) ) 
.. be ipac exp dipab 

The significance of the 

1911 x 1911 dimensional matrix with the following elements 

e), where Ii:l e ~ 0., 

& j (b, a).Hi! { 
O'ab, z 
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Thus the VG;1 model is from the easy, 0(IY1 
Let us now discuss the relations between the and VG~ models. It actually goes two ways. First of all, following 

the standard Habbard-Stratanovich transformation explained in !7], OIle can start from EC 3 formulation, introduce 
new variables, integrate over original vertex variables to arrive at respective VC3 formulation. OIl the other 

one can also transform an VG3 into respective (and thus corresponding DimeI' model) however 
on a properly planar-extended graph. This transformation is discussed in Section. 

B. Edge Binary Graphical Model 

We start this sectioll a general Graphical model on introducing the respective 
function 

=L II 
1r aEQu 

whereTi=(7ra b 7rha O,ll{a,b}Eyd,andV(J YO,Ti(i IbEYO;{a,b} ) and I.t(Tia are the cost functions 
associated with vertices. 

In the following we will examine cases of EBG. One important example assumes that at any vertex 
"even" connllurations are nonzero, i.e, !a(Ti,,) ~ 8(~,.~" 7ra/J 0 mod 

1, Even models with vertexes of degree three 

:For even EBG, defined on a graph with all verI,exes of three, Va E Yo 3, nIle can also rewrite the 
nllrt.itinn function as a sum over disioint cvcles of the 

\ 7ra,,(l'2) 0,0))) ,(12 1zW-3=(II II 
bEg" CEDC(Q) {bl",odEC 

vv,(I» !b((7rb,U1, 7rb,<f.2, 7rb,(l3) = (1,1,0)) 
(7)

"1,a2 !t,( Til> (7r/>.al' 11'b,a2' 7rb,(3) (0,0,0))' 

where {blul, az} E C marks a triplet of neighboring nodes on such that b, Ul, (/2 E C and a1, a2 E ,)1>(9), and C 
is ddined a,s a union of non-intersecting cycles (we will later adopt a shorter term cycles); and 

stays for the set of disjoint of the graph, where empty cycle is also iIlciuded in , The first. 
term on the lhs of (7) is simply an overall facLor which may be convenient to drop, replacing all 

, 7rb,a2' (0,0,0)) factors by unity. 
"3" in the low all the Ills of Eq. (6) indicates that all vertexes iIi the graph are of degree not larger than 

while "W" short for Wick refers to a name we will use for a broader class of models to be discussed I1ext. 
The significance of the CVCII model with edge:; of degree three is in the fact that the model is reducihle to a dimer 

properly extended graph [6], and thus it is easy if the graph is 
observation t.hal any even loop of the graph, defined as proper 

such that any vertex neighbors even I1llmber of colored edges, is actually a union of lion-intersect 

2. Gl'.neml Wick Model 

'Vhen the has vertices of than three a proper of the "W-3" model is the 
Wick binary model (the normalization factor is dropped, so that the first term ill the series is unity) 

2k='\~(b) 

Zw L II ,a2k' (8) 
'YEECL(Q) (bl"'" ,02dE'Y 

C"(1'),C"lP)i II w(/» = '" W(b)L alp) ~ ~,(" .,(J,2k' 

~EP([2k- pE!; !;EP([2k-11J 

where ill the fiT~t line EGL(9) is the set of even loops of y, also referred to as or simply 
of which include all of y with all vertexes of even degree, and ,.),(b) is the degree of vertex 
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(b) (e) (d) 

FIG. 1: Illustration of the Wick model constructioll. Four graph; illustrates three representative terms (of the total of (2n 01)1!) 
for 11 6-vertcx contribution into Eq. (9), correspolldellt to (a) W 16 1V25 W 34 crossing], - Vj,'12 W35 W46 crossing), (c) 
Vj,'13W25W46 [two crossings), <wd (d) -W14W25W36 [three crossings]. 

b within T Explanation for the second line more evolved, with the remainillg paragraphs of the Subsection devoted 
to it. 

Eq. (9) represent.s explicit expression of the higher vertex weight with k >:: 2 ill t.erms of the lowest vertex weights 

VV'~:)!'2 (the latter represent the case k 1). To describe the higher vertex weight we use the cyclic ordering of 
adjacent to the node b to place all (11,' . ,(12k ~ b on a circle SI C ]R2 standardly embedded into a plane. We further 
denote by Caoal a segment of a straight (this is not necessary, yet convenient) line that connects a and a'. For any 
such C' denote C· C' E Z2 the modulo-two intersection which is the number of intersection of C 
and C'. ( Note that in our Case the number of intersections is either zero or one. In a case the intersection 
index is given the parity of the intersection number, zero for even, one for odd.) Further, P([2k 1]) in Eq. (9) 
denotes the set of all partitions of an ordered set [2k 1] of 2k elelllC'nts ill distinct non-ordered pair!:), where t; is 
viewed as a set of k: elements (pairs), ordered in an arbitrary way (the result is IlOt sensitive to the ordering), and 

) 8}) {Il,., o,}. Note that due to sYIllmetric nature of the weights we can denote YV{(:)a'} W~~ = H/~~l. 

the expressions given by (9) can be interpreted as follows. Each contribution ~V?J, ... (l2' to the sum is 
detennim'd bv a partition of the set {(I. I , ... un} into distinct 0:1, ... (Xk. The contribution is given by the 

with the overall in front to be plus or minus, depending whether the total number of intersections 
between the segments Cn , is even or ocld. To make the construction, required to define the Wick transparent 
we illustrate it for 0,,(a)/2 3 ill Fig. 1. 

We ("ali tht' llIodel of (8,9) V\'ick model to emprwsize rdutioll to the \Vick theorem/rules used ill the qualltullI field 
theory to express high-order correlation function via second-Illoments (covariances) in the case of Gaussian statistics. 

The set of constraints given by (9) is motivated by our desireto establish term-by-term relation between the 
fermion model (3) and the diser('te model (8). This comparison is discussed in details in the next Subsection. 

C. Equivalence between VG 3 and Wick models 

Lpt liS stflrt this Subsectioll by noticing that pxpanding the first term in the integrand of into a spries over 
l-V terms and evaluating the resulting integrals one finds that the resulting monoms in W coincide by ausolute values 
tprn,_h,,_tPTnl with respective terms in Eq. (8). The only difference is in relative signatures of the terms, and therefore 

will mimic the one used for similar purposes ill Section II - \Ve aim to adjust the signatures by orienting 

we Heed to illtroduce some natural definitiolls. A loop (closed path) C of length l(C) OIl a graph g 
necessarily planar) is a set of nodes C = (co, ... , with en Co and Ci+l} E gl) 1, ... , TI. A loop 

is called immersed if Cj =I Ci+I, Vj, the path does not involve backtracking events. A loop is called embedded 
if c, Ck, V1 i= k, the path does not have self-intersections. Obviously any embedded loop is immersed. An 

class of embedded with respect to the cyclic permutations of the loop nodes (i.e., the 
docs not matter) will be referred to as a simple embedded oriented cycle. In the case of an immersed 

objects will be referred to as a immersed oriented and non-oriented respectively. 
in the definitiOIJ of the simple embedded aIld simple imlIlersed cycles SUggCOlt;; tlmt a cycle may 

be non-simple, in which case the cycle is a union of at least two simple cycle. Obviously, decomposition of a cycle in 
a union of simple cycles is always unique. 
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3 2 

FIG. 2: Illustrative example for Eq. (11). Contribution, associated with the generalized 

0'120'230'31 \0 13 Jdrp21 drp12 drp32 d\023drpl3 d rp 13<;3~ 1~2WJ:;) rp 12\021 <;1 • where the 
a-terms are tracing normalization factor in Eq. (:~). 

Given a complete orientation (u, we can associate a c(C) = ± 1 with any immersed C by 

I(C)-1 I(C)-l 

c(C) = I II "lUi I IT O'ab IT IT 10)h,' aCjGj+l 

(n.,b)EC j=O .i=O 

function c is obviously invariant with to cyclic permutations of C, therefore, 
are act.ually correctly defined for simple (immersed) oriented cycles. A change of orientaLion 

the sign of each factor in t,lle products in the rhs of Eq. (10), and since the number of the O'-factors is the same as 
the number of c(C) is invariant with respect to the orientation changes. Therefore, is actually 
defined for simple (immersed) non-oriented cycles. • 

We start the comparison adjustment) with a simple, yet very important, case of graphs 9 with all vertices 
having the valence three. 

Proposition 111.1 CunsideT 9 with all ver·tices uf valence (degree) three. any embedded loop C of 9 the toliOllJZ1W 

rdation holds 

c(C) ( IT <;i~)) IT 1.O'ab (ll) 
(b-a~c)EC (a,b)EC 

ZVG3(~,U; W) ZWBG(W), anyW. 

Proof: Our strategy here is similar to one used to prove Prop. ILl, i.e., it ii; based OIl the comparison of the individual 
contributions to the partition fUllctions. According to Eq. (8) the individual contributions to ZWBG(W) arc labeled 

the even generalized loops I EGLW) of g. In the considered case of the graph with all node::; of valence three 
any even generalized loop is a disjoint union of simple non-oriented therefore it can be uniquely represented 
(decomposed) as I ... ,C,,(rl}' According to (7) the partition fUllction of the binary model can be 
represented as 

I(C) 

ZWBG(W) = L IT r(C) IT 1 CI-,,-t 1 

,EDC(9) :i=1 

A similar expression for the fermion partition function can be obtained by expaIlUl the exponential in the Gaussian 
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,(a)=-;~b

'=' be " 

." " " 
... , 


C;;;)=lc?--b 

FIG. 3: Illustration of the left triplet orientation rule for on a planar graph. 

value in followed eV<1IU<1Ll1lg the the Wick's theorem 

7th) 

ZVG3 (" (j; W) L IT 
,EDC(9) )=1 

ICC) 

R(C) IT ))(!lk=l 

I(C) I(C) I(C) 

IQ'PCkCk-IT IT IT 1)c"-11 1 C k+1 

k=l k=l k=l 

I(C) t(C) I(C) I(C) 

- IT w,t':;",,,,, IT (".,., IT (Je, ·lq IT c(C) (13) 
k=l k=l k=l k=l 

The third equality in Eq. (13) is due to the Wick's theorem, the fourth equality reflects the fact that ('-PCk-1Ck'-PQL'k-l) = 
(In ,'''' A term-by-term comparison of Eqs. (12) and (13) proves the statement, since c( C) 1 by the condition of 
the proposition. I 

Our next step becomes to show that the condition (11) in Prop. TTL 1 is actually irnplernentable for planar graphs. 
This will be demonstrated by presenting a particular choice of the complete orientation ((j, ,) that satisfies the 
aforementioned condition. WA start. with a definition: For a planar graph 9 with all nodes of valence three we 

introduce a triplet orientation ,', referred to as the left triplet orientation by 1, if going froili a to c 


represents a left most tum at b, and <;i:J = --1, otherwise. (See Fig. 3.) The apparently sloppy definition is 

rigorous, since a planar graph is supplied with a cyclic (e.g., counterclockwise) ordering of adjacent to any node. 

An example of a complete orientation ((j,,) that satisfies the (;onditioll (11) is provided bv the followinv: statement. 


Proposition 111.2 }i'or' a planar graph 9 with all nodes of valence thr'ce let (j r-epr'esent a 
the amvh edaes and , be the left tT'iplet or"ientation. Then the binaT'Y c associated with the I'flTrw/pfp 

,) satisfies the condition (11), i.e., c(C) = -1 for' an?} embedded loo'J} C. 

Proof: The embedded loop C partitions the plane into two connected components. aM 
is the of the "inside" cOIlnected component (the OIle whose closure is a 
graph M Due to the Remark it is enough to prove the statement for the counterclockwise orientation of C. 
We first note that due to the Ka.'iteleyn nature of the edge orientation and the left nature of orientation we 
have -1 for any face M E 92, and for the counterclockwise orientation the contribution is due to 

the path turns left at any node). Consider the Droduct over all faces of M with counterclockwise 
orientation 

(MJ-I(C) (JabIT IT (iab(Jba IT (Jab = IT 
lHEM2 {a.b}E{M\8Mh (a.b)EC (a,b)EC 
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"~~'\+. 00""+<.. 
\ "'". 

'" "\t""" 

, dG-<+ ~'(M'_~~ 

FIG. 4: Illustration of the valence rule for ,~~) on a planar graph. ±, standing next to vertexes along the simple embedded 
directed cycle (at the boundary of the cycle), corresponds to the values of respective," contribution!> and the number of edges 
adjusted to the vertex and belonging to the interior of the cycle is two/three respectively. 

where for a planar graph ;\;/ we denote no(A!f), ndM), and T!2(M) the number of its nodes, and faces, 
respectively. Eq. (14) provides a convenient estimate for the O"-contribution to 

To estimate the .,-contribution, we note that each internal node a E (M \ aA!f)o of M has valence three, whereas 
a boundary (l E Co has valence two if C turns left at a., Le. ~(a) = 1, and has valence three if it turns right, 

= 1. Fig. 4.) Denoting by nR(C) the number of turns in C, in view of the above argument we have for 
t,he number of edges (;\;/) = 3(no(M) - + 3nR(C) 2(l(C) IIR(C)), This results in 

l«(;)-l 

II lC.i+l 

j=O 

Combining (14) and we obtain 

/(C)-l 

n,(M)+l(C) =
II II (Tab (16)

1 Cj-t 

j=O (a.b}E.C 

Since the region M is connected and does not contain nontrivial one- and two-dimensional the argnment based 
OIl the Euler characteristics yields Tl.o(M) - T!l(M) + n2(M) 1, which combiued with Eq. finalizes the proof. 

I 
Prop. III. 1 can be viewed in a broader sense. It claims that the contributions t,o the binary and fermion 

partition functions, labeled by the cycles I DC(Q) represented by disjoint unions of simple cycles ( note that these 
are the only ones that contribute in the case of all nodes having valence three) are the same provided E(C) -1 
for any simple cycle. Our next step is to build a complete graph orientation (0', <;) that satisfies the aforementiollcd 
condition on any planar graph (not necessarily with all vertices of valence three). This will be achieved using thc 
construction of an extended graph. 

To build an extended graph 9c associated with a planar graph 9 we extend each vertex a. 90 of the graph 9 into 
a q-polygon (with q being the valence of a), i.e. any node of the graph is replaced by q nodes of the extended 
graph. The vertices of 9", that belong to a polygon associated with a. E 90 can be naturally labeled by ordered pairs 

b) with {a, b} E 91. The edges of are represented by the edges of 9 and the of the polygons associated 
with the nodes of 9. The construction is illustrated in Fig. 5. 

We further note that an extended graph 9c associated with a planar graph 9 is a planar graph with all vertices of 
valence three. Therefore, it has a complete orientation (0''', "C), where 0''' is a Kasteleyn orientation and <;" is 
the left triplet orientation. By the Kasteleyn orientation O'£'. from 9c we obtain an edge orientation 0' on 
9. To define a triplet orientation we denote by C~.. b" an oriented path on that goes the polygon associated 
with (l from (a, b) to (a, c) in the countereloekwise direet,ion and define 

II (17) 
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The obtained (0',,,) will be referred to as a complete orientation on 9 associated with the Kasteleyn orientation 0'" 
OIl 9. Note that the necessary condition is satisfied due to the KasteleYll nature of O'e. We have the 
following stat.ement.. 

Proposition 111.3 POT a ,,) be its complete orientation associated with 
on the r'espective extended b'uilt in accordance with the and the . 

f: associated 'With -1 for' any embedded C. 

Proof: For a loop C = (co, ... , CI(C)) on 9 consider a loop C' OIl ge that is constructed as follows. Its oriented 
include the edges (Ck, ck+d of the loop as well as the edges of the .r:, -l C'+1 that belong to the 

and complete the set of original to a loop on the extended graph. It is easy t.o see t.hat c(C) = c(C'). 
Also if C is an embedded loop on 9, then is an embedded loop on ge. Since ge is a planar graph with all vertices 
of three the statement of the proposition follows from Prop. III.2. I 

However, extending Prop. 111.2 for terms correspondent to even generalized loops with some vert.ices of degree higher 
1han thrf'e is by no means t.rivial. Stat,ing it diITerentiy. n~quiring that Eq. (11) satisfies for any loop is suiIicienL but. not 
necessary for claiming term-by-term equality between W-terms of EG3 and \VBG models wit.h vertexes of arbitrary 
degree. 

Our next st.ep is to extend the equivalence between the contributions to the n!'lrt.lt1l1,n 

fermioll models to the case of an arbitrary even loop containing vertices of larger than three. Our 
strategy is t.o represent the contribution of each loop I into a sum of contributions, each labeled by a 

of I into a set of simple immersed generally with and then to compare the 
correspondmg terms in the fermion (3) and discrete (binary) (8) models. These contributions are 

and thus the problem becomes to show that their signs are equal. 
So far we have been dealing with a special type of Z2-cycles I E DC(9) that are naturally decomposed into simple 

A cycle (even generalized loop that can be viewed as a subgraph Ie 9) IE EGL(9) can be decomposed 
into a set of simple immersed cycles in a variety of ways. It is easy to realize that each decomposition can be labeled 
by a set of variables ~ {~a} aEQo' where C, for a E 10 denotes a partitioll of the set of the adjacent edges {a, b} E I 
into distinct pairs. The described decomposition property formally means ~) {C1h. ~), ... , Cn(-y,~) (r.~)}, where 
t.he union of all the simple immersed cycles Cd'), ~), with k = 1,·· . ,n(,), ~), is I' The partition variables €a have 
been already used earlier to express the higher vertex weights of a \Vick binary model in terlIlS of the lowest vertex 
weights [Eqs. (8) and (9)]. By using these t.he binary partition function (W) is represented bv a 
sum of contributions labeled by (,), ~). Due to the \Vick's theorem the same is true for the fermion n"rtitinn 

ZVG3 (",0'; W). 
Let us consider a simple, yet representative 6a shows a loop with one vertex of 

contribution into terms with all nodes of degree two are shown 
These three terms to wii)wJ~), wJl)w~~) and -wii)w~~) terms in the 

where minus signature of the last term is due to crossing of lines in 6d. Let us now investigate 
emerge in the fermioll model. The three contributions into the integrand of Eq. (3) are (here one 

'~ ¥bl h, l "," 

'~j '\ . fI, 
a 

~ h " .. 
, 

',,"-'
h. 

" "'-::,,,'" cO. ~~ ~ ~~~ "4 "):j at 

(a)Tl'ansformation (b) (c) 

FIG. 5: Illustration for the vert.ex-extension procedure discussed in the text. Each q-degree vertex of the original graph is 
extended int.o q-sided polygon and q additional vertexes. (b) and (c) illustrate anti-clockwise direction rule. 
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l><J 1>'<1: :CXJ: 1><1
3 5 

(a) Generalized loop. (b) Decomposition in two (c) Decomposition in one (d) Decomposition in one 
simple embedded cycles. embedded cycles. simple immersed cycle (one 

self-intersection) . 

FIG. 6: Graphical illustration for Eq. (18,19,20). 

skips respective W-factors) 

(T13(T32(T21 (T14(T 45(T51 Jdr.p31 dr.p13 dr.p23 dr.p 32 dr.p 12 dr.p21 dr.p41 dr.p14dr.p54dr.p45dr.p15dr.p51 

Xr.p12<;2~1~3r.p13r.p31 <;1~3~2r.p32r.p23<;3~2~1 r.p21 * r.p15<;5~1~4r.p14r.p41 <;1~4~5r.p45r.p54<;4~5~1 r.p51 

= (-aI3<;1~3~2a32<;3~2~la21<;2~1~3) (-a14<;1~4~5a45<;4~5~la51<;5~1~4) = +1, (18) 

(T21 (TJ4l745(T51 (T13(T32 Jdr.p 12 dr.p21 dr.p41 dr.p14dr.p54dr.p45dr.p15dr.p51 dr.p31 dr.p13 d r.p23 d r.p32 

Xr.p12<;2~1~4r.p14r.p41 <;1~4~5r.p45r.p54<;4~5~1 r.p51 r.p15<;5~ 1~3r.p13r.p31 <;1~3~2r.p32r.p23<;3~2~1 r.p21 


= (-(T21 <;2~1~4(T14<;1~4~5(T45<;4~5~1 (T51 <;5~1~3(T13<;1~3~2(T32<;3~2~1) = +1 (19) 


(T13(T32(T21 (T15(T54(T 41 Jdr.p31 dr.p13 dr.p23dr.p32 dr.p 12 dr.p21 dr.p51 dr.p15dr.p45dr.p54dr.p14dr.p41 

xr.p31 <;1~3~2r.p32r.p23<;3~2~1 r.p21 r.p12<;2~1~5r.p15r.p51 <;·1~5~4r.p54r.p45<;5~4~1 r.p41 r.p14<;4~1~3r.p13 

= (-(T13<;'1~3~2(T32<;3~2~1 (T21 <;2~1~3) (-(T15<;1~5~4(T54<;5~4~1 (T41 <;4~1~5) <;2~1~3<;2~1~5<;4~1~3<;4~1~5 

= <;2~1~3<;2~1~5<;4~1~3<;4~1~5 = -1, (20) 

where the orientation relation Eq. (11), proven for cycles of a planar graph in Prop. III.3, was used. Also, in the 
last transition in Eq. (20) we utilized Eq. (17). One observes that the three terms in the fermion model are in exact 
correspondence with respective terms of the discrete model. We also draw the following general conclusion out of 
this example: sign associated with the newly introduced cycles, created in the result of decoupling of the generalized 
loop into cycles, is vertex-local, i.e. it is a product of local contributions, like <;2~1~:l<;2~1~5<;4~1~3<;4~1~5 associated 
with vertex 1 in Eq. (20). Moreover, any local contribution, correspondent to a self-crossing dealt. in accordance with 
Eq. (17), turns into an additional -1 factor. Obviously, this consideration should extend to independent decoupling 
of any vertex of higher degree within a generalized loop into a sum of pairwise (crossed or not) combinations, e.g. 
illust.rat.ed in Fig. 1. Overall, t.his rule confirms definition of the signat.ure t.erm in t.he Wick model (fl). 

To convert the idea, illustrated above using a simple example, to a general result we need to consider the intersections 
and self-intersections with a bit more care. To that end we start with noting that all the simple immersed loops that 
participate in decomposition of the generalized loop " labeled by b,~) intersect and self-intersect in the nodes only 
(they do not have intersecting edges). Each immersed loop C of such kind is represented by a loop C' in ge defined 
in the proof of Prop. III.3. We can also introduce the associated loop C" obtained from C' by replacing the paths 
C~",q._1CHl that go over the boundaries of the polygons by the segments CC,,_,C'+' of straight lines that connect the 
vertices (Ck' Ck-l) and (Ck' Ck+l) of the extended graph inside the polygons associated with Ck. We introduce the total 
number of intersections (including self-intersections) Nb,~) = N( C~'b, ~), ... ,C~(r,~) b,~)) as the total number 

of intersections and self-intersections of the loops C~' (" ~), ... , C~(-y,~) (,,~) modulo two. Equivalence between the 
fermion and the binary Wick model rests on the following statement. 

Lemma 111.4 Let c be the binar'Y function associated with a complete orientation (a,,,) of a planar' graph 9 r'eCOT!
str''Ucted from a complete or'ientation (o' e , "e) on ge b'Uilt according to the Kasteleyn and the left tr'iplet T"Ule. Then 

Vb, ~) 

n(r.~) 

(_I)N(r,~) IT (-c(Cjb,~))) = 1. (21) 
j=1 

http:illust.rat.ed
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FIG. 7: Elementary local transformation. Two ways are shown. 

Proof: The is based on Prop. III.5 and Prop. II1.6 presented below. Consider a binary fUIlction q(r, {) that 
takes values in defined by 

,,(-r,e) 
(-lFb,O = (_l)N(-r,e) II (r,{))). (22) 

j=l 

We fnrther ehoosC' (whieh is dearly always possible) a different set {' of the partitioning variables so that for the 
paths Gj'(-y,{') do not intersect and self-intersect (inside the polygons), which leads to N("Y,{') = O. Prop. IlL5 
we have (_l)'kr,el (-1 )G(-Y,e'). Substituting these two facts into (22) results in 

n(-r ,(;,) 

II 
j=1 

the conditions of Prop. 111.6, therefore, 
I, ... , substitutC'd into Eq. (n) finali7,es the proof. I 

Proposition 111.5 Under' the conditions of Lemma 111.4, the binary (i.e.) £2-'Vulued) function q(r,{) defined by 
(22) does not depend on the par-tition {. 

Proof: We start with noting that any partition {' of a £2-cycle can be obtained from a given partition { by applying 
consecutively a set of the following local transformations, hereafter referred to as elementary local transformatiom; 
(see Fig. 7): for a local partition €a at node a pick two distinct pairs {b,e} and {b',e'} and change the 
re-grouping these four e.g., replacing the original two {b, and {b' ,e} (there are 
re-group, the other alternative results in {b, b' } and {e, e' }, where we assumed that nJ'lrtitioll 

results in a new local Indeed, consider a node b that to the 
e' #- c. Denote by {e', in ~~. that contains c; obviouslv b' =1= band {b'. e'l does not belong to ['.. Aoolv the 
described above transformation by forming the 
least one more pair, 
times we finally arrive at {. 

Due to the above, it is to prove that q("'(; {) is invariant with respect to the elementary local transformations 
of {. To that end we study what happens to the self-intersection index Nh, {) and the product of the loop factors 

(",(, {)) under the local transformations. We start with the self-intersection index a consider an 
local transformation that replaces {b,e} and {b',c'} with {b,c' } and {b',e}. We claim that N("'(,{) £2, 

i.e. defined modulo two, is affected by the changes of the intersection pattern that involve only the four nodes, involved 
in the elementary transformation. More precisely, 

N(",(, {') + Goe . Gb,c' = Nb, e) + Gbc' . (mod 2). 

We reiterate that the dot denotes the L2-intersection index. The 
combinatorially. We will, however, use a very simple and transparent [.OPO[015II.;"1 
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FIG. 8: IIlust.ration for three partitions and respective decompositions discussed in the Proof of the Proposition III.5. Three 
decomposit.ions correspond to two cycles and no internal intersection (left panel), Olle cycle and one intersection upper 
panel), one cycle and no intersection (right left panel). 

the set of parameterized by the distinct of ~a that do not include the four vertices involved in the 
considered elementary transformation, we have for the local contribution, e) Nab, e) (mod 2), to the 
self-intersection index 

e) D·D D· + 
e') D·D 1 (25) 

and Eq. is obtained by combining Eq. (25) with the relation 

D· (G,lc + Gll'c') = D· (Cnc + Cb'c' + 2Ccc') 	 D· ((Cbc1 Gee') + (Cll'c' + Gc'e)) 

D· (Cbc' + Cb'c) (mod 2), 

where we have used the topological (homological) invariance of the intersection index and an obvious fact that an 
elementary local transformation of ~a change the local contribution Na only. Actually, we have proved that the 
of the self-intersection index under an elementarv local transformation is a local (luantitv. more oreciselv it 

on the of the nodes involved in the transformation. 
We further nrmwrt;"" of the c-factors under the elementary local transformations. Let {b, b', c, c' } be a 

local transformation of ~a eand e'. Comparing e) and 
e'l, one notes that simple immersed cycles, which arc part of both decompositions and which do not contain the 

four marked are aetually the same for both partitions. Due to Eq. (24) the common immersed cycles call be 
excluded from the consideration. The remaining set of cycles is described by, b, e) (J, e) nb, e'). As illustrated 
iIi Fig. 8 the set lIIay consist of one or two simple immersed cycles, where without loss of generality one assumes that 
the two extel'llally connected pairs are (b, c) and (b' , c' ). Then, there exist three partit.ions representing 
The partitioIls, shown in three panels of Fig, 8, are }, {ibc * i~~ll}' and }, respectively, where 
is defined as orientpd loop wit.h the first and last (a,b) and c,a, and mark denotes concatenation 
iIi the loop space. (Notice, that Fig, 8 is meant to be schematic. In particular the aforementioned loops IIlay cross 
and self-cross, and the external parts of the loop(s), shown in dots in Fig. 8 may also go through replicas of a other 
then these associated with b, c, b' J c' .) To prove the statement of the Droposition it is 
relation between terms correspondent to the three 

ee	 -CI,', ()) ( C , = (-	 )) . (27)* 	 * 
Eq. (27) contains both local (dependent on a) and global (independent of a) characteristics. AiIIling to get rid of the 

global ones, let us introduce C~Ji'bJ, defined as the product of all edge and vertex sign factors that participate in dibc)' 
except for the vertex factor associated with fl. Obviously, ,,(i/:'e) = ~~~) c~ C'Yb~)' Note also that C'~ (i'~b) = 
This allows to represent Eq. (27) in a form 
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are of valence 4, while the 

For each node a of G and each segment 

",.. 

cb 

(alA segment-of-9c-local element of (b)Example of a vertex-of-9-local part of 
g" (C) construction. a generalized loop (Zz-cycle) of degree 

four (left) and possible respective 
structure of go (right). 

FIG. 9: Illustration for construction of Qe(C) graph. See proof of Proposition III.6 for details. 

which is to 

( _l)ChC C&'" C 
" 

• (a) (a) 
) i r:;cb1 C:;:c'b 

represents a set of local relations for the complete graph orientation (er, <;). It can bt' easily v~rifi{'d 
making use of th~ dt'finition of <;, given by Eq. (17), and the Kasteleyn nature of the edge orientation erc 

on the extended graph, involved in the definition I 

Proposition 111.6 Gonsider' an immersed loop G on Q such that the associated loop Gil) der'ived from G 
fJ()l1mrlnS of the e:r:tended gmph), does not have selj-interseci'ions. Then E( G) = under' the conditions of Pmposition 
Ill. 3. 

Notice that Proposition IIl.6 generalizes Proposition lII.3 since Gil that corresponds to an embedded 
have self-intersections. The gist of the no-self-intersection for Gil condition is in the possibility for its G 
self-cro::>::> many times at many node::> OIl a graph with nodes of degree higher than a. 

Proof: Recall that Gil is constructed from G' , which is the of G on Qe, by replacing the 
of G' by new segments. Thus, we write Gil (G) to emphasille the dependence of Gil on G. Denote 
constructed of vertexes and involved in Gil (G) For a G let us 1iOW define a new auxiliary graph Qe 
The graph is planar, however some of its vertexes (these lying on Qe n 
of a, according to the construction rules of To make use of our previous result for planar 
all vertices of valence three we apply the following construction. 
contributes Gil and naturally connects the nodes ab and ae of the extended graph we introduce additional nodes a~ 
and (l~ that lie on the edges {ab) al:} and {a,,, a;:} of the extended graph, close enough to ab and fle, respectively, where 

and a~ denote the counterclockwise neighbors of (lb and a c on the polygon associated with a. Connecting a~ and 
with of straight lines inside the polygons, and applying this procedure for all segments of Gil, we arrive 

at the llew valence-three regular graph ge(G). The segment-of-Qe-local element of the construction is illustrated in 
Fig. 9a and example of G' containing two segments within a vertex of Q is shown in Fig. 9b. Note that due to the 
property of Gil) by the condition of the proposition, and the new nodes ab and a~ being chosen close enough 
to ab and a,;, respectively, the Hew {ai" a;J do not intersect with each other, and, therefore, is a planar 

with all nodes of valence three, i.e. Qe C (Je (G). Replacing the segments of Gil by three-::>egment paths 
a~) (a~, (Ie)) we Gil with an immersed loop G"" on (Jc that does not have self-intersections, which 

means that is actually an embedded loop. By Prop. Il1.2 E(Gil) = -1 if the E-function is associated with some 
Kasteleyn orientation o-C(G) of the of (Je(G). 

To finaliz~ th~ proof we bnild a Kasteleyn orientation of (Je( G) that has a property EQc(C) (Gil) Eg (G). For 
the edl!:es {ab' bo }, 

= (JC ". FbI' each a E G with the valence oc(a) = 2k of a with respect to G we 
Ub)aL> 

of the type {a;', a~}, which do not intersect, and, therefore, they 
We choose the q orientation signs to satisfy the KasteleVIl conditions on 
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1) new faces. The;;e (1]+ 1) cOllditiomi t.urn out to be consistent (which i;; verified directly) due to the COllstructioll 
an Kasteleyn nature of the orientation er" 011 ge. The Kasteleyn conditiollS for all other faces of Qc(C) are sa.tisfied 
also due to the construction an Kasteleyn nature of the orientation ere on ge . Finally, OIle can directly verify the 

property n' i71~' .ar = C:I:~)' which obviously ensures (e") = cg (C) for any choice of C which satisfies 

I 
\Ve are now in a to present the main result of the l1Idllll::;CI 

Theorem III.7 FOT any planar- gmph (of an aTbitmTY the discrcct-variables Wick modd (8) and 
model (8) aTe tcr-m-bv-tenn. i. e. fullv. equ'ivalent to eaeh i.e., (",er;W) = ZWl3G(W), fOT any W. 

Proof: Substituting the expressions (9) for the higher vertex functions in terms of the lowest counterparts into the 
loop series (8) for a Wick binary model we obtain the following expression for the partition function in 

form of a sum over the combined variables h, t;) 

n(-Y,f;l 

ZWHC(W) I:: IT t;)) , (30) 
(r,f;) j=l 

where The expression is derived by re-grouping the factors correspond to the lowest 

weights W(;~I by keeping together terms correspond to the same immersed loops . in the decoIll
position of J determined by t;. The sign factor is given by the product of the signs from the nodes of J. 
Therefore, it is determined by the total number of intersections and self-intersections, by N t;), according to 
the definition of the latter. 

A similar to Eq. expansion for the function of the Fermion model is 

(", er; W) 
n('I,e)

I:: II (-c(CJ 

nb,f;) 

~))) IT r(C; t;)) . (31 ) 
b,f;l ,1=1 j=1 

It can be rationalized as follows (the derivation is very similar to the 01le used in the proof of Prop. III.1). We represent 
the exponential under the average in Eq. (3) as a product of the vertex exponentials (labeled by a) and expand the 
vertex exponentials in the natural bilinear combinations of the Grassmann variables 'P. Each term of the expansion 
is naturally labeled by a set t; of partition variables. \Ve further compute the expectation value of each individual 
term in the expansion, using the Wick's theorem. Since the two-point correlation functions of the Grassmann variable 
is, ('P"b'Pba) O'"b, when {el, b} E 91 and, = 0, otherwise, a 8et t; of the partition variable8 provides a 
non-zero contribution to the partition function if and only if it satisfies the following property: If {lL, b} participates 
in the local partition at node f.L, then {b, el} = {(l, b} participates at the local partition at node b. For a partition 
t; that satisfies this property we can build the &<;sociated cycle J consisting of {el, b} that participate in the 

local partitions. We further re-group the factors 'P(Jbc:i~)WI;;)'Po.c by keeping together the terms that correspond to 
the salIle immersed loops t;) participating in the decomposition of J. The decomposition is determined by t;, 
followed by evaluating the expectation values the Wick's theorem, in particular with making use of the form 
of the two-point correlation functions. After re-grouping the factors within each immersed loop, 
the W~~) factors and O'ab together with (~~) factors, this results in Eq. 

By Lemma IlIA the factors in all the individual contributions (labeled by t;)) to the partition functions 
ZWBC(W) and Zvc:l (", er; W) are the same, which proves the statement of the theorem. I 

D. From fermion VG3 model to dimer model on planar-extended graph 

We conclude this Section, explaining hriefly all alternative way (to what wu;; discussed in the previous Suhsection) 
to establish relation of the fermion VG3 model on a planar graph 9 to a binary graphical model, in fact the dimer 
model, however defined on another planar graph properly extended from 9. 

The first step of the construction is the planar extension procedure, discussed in Appendix A, applied to any vertex 
of 9. Call the planar-extended graph . The outcome of this planar-extension, step iR the reduction of the 
more complex VG 3 model (3) on 9 parameterized by A to the simpler EG3 model (2) on the extended graph 
with properly defined skew-symmetric square edge matrix Ap-c of the size, re-calculated according to 
sequential cros;;-to-planal' procedure of Appendix A from A. Second, one recalls that according to ProP. II.2 the EC:3 
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model on w p - c A p - e . * u p -- e is equivalent to dimer model on the extended graph 9p -c, where 
( 1)-C is a orientation on the planar 9p -c' This completes the announced planar-extension construction. 

Note one and another disadvantageous features of the planar-extension construction, as compared 
with the main relation between the EG:3 model and the WBG model culminated in Theorem. III.7. In fact, the 
planar-extension const.ruction allows generalization to the case when 9p-e is Pfaffian orientable, i.e. when 9p -c is 
not necessarily planar. We were not able to make respective generalization in Theorem 111.7. On the other hand, the 
planar-extension scheme suffers from the lack of universaliLy, as being sensitive to the choice of the cross-to-planar 
transformation sequence. 

IV. GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS 

The WilG model (8) on a planar graph is a special case of the EBG model (5). Therefore, the Gauge 
discussed in [4, 5, 31]' keeping the partition function invariant and the graph intact but 

as well to the WilG model. Given as proven by Prop. 111.3, the WBG 
to the EG3 model OIl the same which is easy, the binary models derived 

transformation are also easy. This the logic of the Section -- to describe 
the extended family of models with easy to cakulate function. Next Subsection serves 
for a brief reminder of the gauge transformations, and ,,,,hQPrm 

A. Gauge Transformations for general binary model. Reminder. 

As shown and discussed in 5, 31] the partition function of the EBG modd (.5) is invariant under the set 
of linear, so-called transformat.ions, 

faCTro) -> Ja(1r,,) = L (II Goh (7ra h, 7r~I,)) f(1(1r~), (32) 
7T':J. b""a 

where the newly introduced (two per edge of the graph) Gauge matrices the following skew orthogonality 
conditions 

b} 91: L Cab (7r. 
1l" 

"Vith the gauge transformation the function of the IIIodel becomes 

fa 
11" (lEOn ~"~l (~ 


The expression in the middle of lllay be considered as a new graphical model. Notice that if all gauge-matrixes 
are non-singular (which is the case discussed in t.his manuscript) transformation from t.o (34) is invertible, i.e. for 
any set of C-LransformaLion one naturally defines the reverse C- I , bringing us back to the original formulation of 

(34). 
In [4-6, 31] the Gauge transformation was discussed in the context of the so-called ilelief Propagation (BP)

gauge and the resulting Loop Calculus/Series, where BP constraints were imposed additionally to the general (and 
always maintained) skew-orthogonality const.raints (33). The main use of the gauge transformations in the preceding 
puhlicatiom; consisted in tixing the gauge freedom even further according to the so-called Belief Propagation (BP) 
conditions. The ill' equations, enforcing the respective gauge fixing c.onditions correspond to fixed points of the Belief 
Propagation message-passing algorithm popular in physics, computer science and informat.ioIl theory. This special, 
BP gauge, reduces the number of terms OIl the rhs of Eq. (34) requiring that only terms correspondent to 7r = l~edges 
forming a generalized loop (1,e, subgraph with all vert.exes of degree at least two). The series for partition 
function consisting of generalized loop only, is called Loop Series. 

In t.he following we show how sOIlle set of binary models on the planar graph, which are known to be easy from 
previous studies, are reduced to WilG forms under respective gauge transformation. 
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B. Example: Dimer model as a WBG model 

transformation allows to restate the original model in a new parameterized hy G, which is generally 
a useful freedom to use. To illustrate its utility, we discuss how applying a gauge transformation allows to 
restate the dimer model (1) as a WEG model on the same graph. First, let us restate DM in the general EEG form 

1, Zc~a 1Tae = 1,=II { 0, otherwise. 
b""Cl 

We will build here a gauge tramifoI'lnatioll around a valid dimer llwtching) configuratioll, p. Then introduce 
the following 7r-dependent gauge (2 x 2 matrix with elements parametrically dependent on 

Gau = (~ ~) if Pab = Pb" = 1, or else Gau = (~ ~) . 
Ohviously this gange satisfies t.he skew-ort condition .Furthermore. one finds that 

1, 1Tab = 1, & 1Tae = 0 
,,11#b,<: 0;Po) WoO' { Pab 1Tab = 1[ac = 1, & L.d~a 1T ad = , 

0, otherwise. 

Restating it in wordli, for the new representation an allowed (IloIlzero) configuration at any vertex corresponds to zeros 
on adjusting edges (there are two of them), of which one is necessarily "active", i.e. present in the perfect 
and thus taking 1Tab 1 value. After collecting the 11),,/; pre-factors OIl the rhs of Eq. (37) into one common I.""v,p'"'' 

one observes that this modified model is in fact, a particular Wick model The factor functions of the model is 
with at least two adju:;ted edges ta\{ing "active" 1T 1 value. (I.e. in this particular 

with bb(C) > 2 are simply zero.) Notice also that the WEG representation for the dimer 
model i::; Ilot unique as it can be build around any valid dirncr cUllfiguration:;. Evidently ally two valid represpnt 
described by the gauges G I and G2 can be transformed to each other via re:;pective gauge transformations, 

that the transformation just discussed, reducing a dimer model to a WEG model, is in a sense an inverse 
of the transformation discussed in Suhsection HID, and describing a way to reduce WBG model to a dimer model 
by meaIl:; of a geometrical transformation. This alternative scheme transforms a general WBG model into a dimer 
model, although defined on a more complicated, planar-extended 

We conclude this Suhi"ectioll lllentioning briefly yet another alternative reductioll of the dimer Illodel to a \VBG 
utilizing a topological trallsformatioll (specifically a contraction) of thc origirml graph g. Consider a valid 

climer configuration Po as a set of {a, b} E gl and contract each edge {a, b} EO Po to a point. This results in a 
new Q, who:;e nodes 90 = Po are reprelitmted by the that belong to the reference (limer 
and whose edges gl \ Po are represented the rest of the edges of g. Each valid dimer configuration p on g 
generates a configuration 7r of a binary edge model on 9 that has a form 1To = 1 if a E p, and 11'0: = 0, otherwise. (Here 
we consider an a E 91 gi \Po C gl of 9 as all of g.) It is easy to see that a vertex function !,,(7ra ) for 
a E 90 is nonzero only when all components of 7ra are zeros (the case a EO Po), or when exactly two components have 
the value one (otherwise), and also that the local weights satisfy the conditions of the Wick binary model expressed 
in Eq. 

C. Example: Ice Model for graphs of degree three 

The' ice modd is defined in terms of orientation" of edges on the graph. A valid configuration/orientatioIl is sl1ch 
that no vertex has adjusted edges all oriented onwards or inwards. Here we consider the case when all vertexes on 
g are of degree three. (Without loss of generality our consideration here can be extended to vertexes of 1I0t 

than three.) Weight of any allowed orientation of the graph is unity. Thi:; model, ~ 3 N AE - ICE 
to the complexity theory classification, was diseussed in [1, 3] in lieu of its reduction to dimer model via a 

algorithm. Related models were studied extensively in the mathematical physics literature [21-23]. 
The ice model can be conveniently restated in terms of normal variables 4. This will require a graphical 

every edge, {a, b}, by inserting a new auxiliary vertex a b. Then, binary 

4 An alternative derivation, not requiring a graphical transformation. is discussed in Appendix C. 
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variables assigned to the pair of new are 7fn,n-u = 0, b = 1 if the direction of the arrow (for the 
orientation of the was a ----> band 7fa,a-b = l,7fb,n-b 0 the b --> a arrow/orientation. The partition function 
of the respective binary model becomes 

(38)( II ga rr",,-'l) ,~C!l ja,b}Eg, 

fa(7r~) {l):Jb)CE s.t. 7fa,a-b'l7fa .a - c 
0, otherwise 

I 7fa a-b 'I 7fb.a-b (40)f/a-d 7r:,l { 0, . otherwise 

where Og( a) stands for the neighbor set of the vertex (]. over g; 7r' 7r U 0) 11{a,b} E gd and 7r:1 b 

0) lib ~ bg(a)). 
Let us introduce the following gauge transformation on all edges of the formed extended graph 

1 ( 1 1) (41)v'2 -1 1 ' 

Factor fUIlctions of the ice model in the new basis becomes 

7fa .a -l = 7fa .a -2 7fa ,a-3 = 0 
= ~* { 1,

~ 7fa,a-217r<t~a 7fa,a-i = 2
J2 0, otherwise 

I, 7fa,a-b 7fb,a-b = 0 
.ga-b(7r~) -1) 7fu ,ab 7fb,a-b = 1 (43)

{ 0, otherwise 

where a - i) with iI, 2, 3 marks three edges adjusted to vertex a. Accumulating the product of the overall 3/v'2 
1erms into a common (normalization) multiplier, one immediat.ely finds that. i.he resulting model is of t.he Wick's type 
(8). Indeed, that Va E g baWl < 4, one simply does not have any weal terms in the ice model version of (8) 

> 4, and the only llontrivial vertexes are these with = 2. Notice, that this Wick feature would 
not apply to the ice model on planar graphs with vertexes of higher than three one can still use the gauge 
transformation but the resulting transformed model will not maintain Wick's property. 

Note that transformation of the ice model, identical to the one discussed above (e.g. utilizimr some altemative 
was also used as a show case of the holographic algorithms of Valiant in [1-3]. 

D. Example: Ising Model 

We considAr t.hA classical Ising model without. magnetic field. Original formulation is in terms oj' binary variables 
associated with vertexes, however the following EBG representation is more appropriate for our purposes 

(44) 

"Y, 'lra.a-b = 7f6.fl-b (46){- Ii, 'lra,a-b =1= 7fb.a-b ' 

where we adopted notatiolls of the previous Subsection for new vertices breaking each edge of the original 
edge in two. 

Applying the transformation (41), introduced above for t.he Ice to the Ising model one arrives at the 

L 
1<' 

c E Gcia) 7fa ,fl·b = 7fa •a ·c, 

otherwise 
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factor functions in the new basis 

JaCrr) TIJg(o)I/2 * { 1, Lb~a 1fa,b-" 0 mod 2, ( 47) 
0, otherwise 

I, 1fa,a-b = 1fb,a-b = 0 
= h + It) * (; + p,), 1fa ,a-b = Jrb,ll-!J = 1

{ 0, otherwilOe 

With the product of all the pre-factor terms, 2- loQ (aJlI 2 and h + accounted for in the overall multiplier, the 
resulting model is one of the WBe; models of This Wick feature of the modified graphical model is obvious 
for degree two vertexes of Eq. (48), and the only part which requires additional clarification concerns t.he relation 
between a configuration of Eq. (47) with Lb~a 7l'a,b-a > 2 and its pairwise decomposition. Indeed, for a Z2-cycle 
generalized loop) and a vertex a /0 of valence tll'(a) 2k with respect to there are (2k 1)1! local partitions 
with ((2k- I)!! + 1) /2 and ((2k 1)!! 1) /2 of them having modulo two interlOection index equal to zero and one, 

Therefore according to the Wick rules, the cumulative local contribution associated with the = 2k 
vertex is, - I)!! + 1) ((2k .. I)!! - 1) 1, that is fully consistent with Eq. This simple combinatorial 
relation is illustrated in 10 for k = 2 and A~ 3. Also note that the Ising model is the only example of a Wick 
model we discussed in this Section with tla (9) 2:: 4. 

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PLANS 

In the present manuscript we have identified a broad class of models that allow for an easy solution for planar 
graphs. Our approach is based on the gauge invariance of vertex models on graphs that has been implemented in our 
previous work in the context of Belief Propagation and Loop Series and the notion of a Wick vertex Illodel, referred 
to as WBG. The WBG models are described in terms of restrictions on the vertex weight functioIls. vVe have 
established an equivalence between the WBe; models and Gaussian fermion (Grassmann variables based) models OIl 

the saHle graph, referred to as the VG3modeis (Theorem III. 7), which are easy, since their partition function is 
a Pfaffian of a square matrix. We have allOo demonstrated that the dimer model that constitutes the "solving tool" 

of the holographic algorithm of Valiant [1-3] is gauge equivalent to a WBG model. The other two components of the 
holographic approach include graphical transformations (extensions of the original and liIlear transformations, 
which can be described as particular cases of gauge transformations using the language adopted in this manuscript. If 
one represents the partition function of the (limer model on the extended graph, obtained by the gadgets of the 
holographic as a Gaussian Grassmann and integrate over the variables related to the Hew vertices 
that result from the graph extension, the result will be represented by a Gaussian Grassman integral on the original 

Therefore, our approach provides an explicit and invariant description of the models that can be treated 
the golographic algorithm as the models gauge equivalent to WBG models. It also provides with an alternative way 
to obtain an easy solution, while stkking to the original graph all the time. 

Some probleInIO we plan to address in the future, extending on the results/approach described in the manuscript 
are: 

k=2 
12fJ XiX 


2+ I = 3 = 31!--+ (2k 1)11 

k 3 

3x 11J 6x rt + 3x ':t 
2x ,r l Ix (--J~ I

',.... -1Y 
3+6 +3+ 2+ I =15 =5!! --+ (2k - I) I! 

FIG. 10: Illustration clarifying the Wick-feature of Eq. (47). 
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so-called surface graDhs. is 

in this manu..'lcript allows for a 

• Use the clel:lcribed hierarchy of easy planar models as a basis for efficient variatiollal approximation of planar but 
difficult problems, and more generally non-planar models. Then, 011 the next level, build a controlled 
perturbative corrections to the variational rel:lult. Notice, that this approach may also be useful for 
effident variational matrix-moducl. state wave functions for qnam n111 planar models, e.g. in the spirit of 

• Analysis of Wick Gaussian models on surface graphs of nonzero genus. This work will extend the classical 
results [14, stating that partition function of dimer models Oil graphs embedded in surface of genus g, 

as a sum over Pfaffians, each correspondent. to a structure 
classes of Kastelyan orientations on the locally planar graphs. The approach 

straightforward extension to the case of surface graphs. In 
, we will show that Kasteleyn orientations on the extended graph Qc generate all 22g spinoI' structures 

OIl the embedding Riemann surface. 

• Study Wick Gaussian models on non-planar but Pfaffian orient able or k-Pfaffiall oriclltable graphs tthUS any 
dimer model on surface 	graph of genus g is 22g-Pfaffian orientable), also utilizing the Ilew results from 

on PfafIian orient ability 

• For the case of a ERG model we will apply the statistical variational principle to build the "best" 
in a form of a WRG model and address the Droblem of findiug eflicient ways to aceount for tbc 

corrections. 
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APPENDIX A: PLANAR-EXTENSION REPRESENTATION FOR GRASSMANN o-VERTEX 

In this Appendix we discuss decomposition of a Grassman .5g(a)-order vertex from Eq. (3), parameterized by the 
skew symmetric matrix i\ (a), into an Extended Grassmann Gaussian (EGG) model. The extension will consists of 
addiIlg O((og(a))2) auxiliary (hidden) vertexes such that all vertexes in EGG (original and auxiliary) are of 
three. Moreover, the reimlting graph will actually be planar by construction. 

Consider an arbitrary (Gaussian) Grassmann o-vertex 

exp 
.6 

where 'P are anti-commuting (Grassmann) and we dropped the upper index in A and 'P from Ea. (3) for 
notation convenience. We a"sume that A i" full-rank. 

The main idea of the planar-extension procedure consists in adding new Grassmann variables and introducing a 
Gaussian in terms of new and old variables, such that, once Berezin integration over the Grassmann variables is 
perfornwd, the expre:;:;ion is equal to Eq. (AI). Let us first discuss the case of .5 = 4. Identifying new 
vertexes with 4 of the original vertex, placing the new vertexes illto the plain and connecting the vertexes by 
edges, each associated with an element of A, one finds that two of the newly introduced edges cross. ({ 1,4} and 
{2,3} crosses in of Fig. (11).) Our next aims at making the fermion interactioll planar, on the 
expense of adding variables and We introduce the integral, and respective matrix, 

http://www
http://www
http://link
http:http://www.math.gatech.edu
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transformations for the two of "crossed" variables 


exp lA14ip1ip4 + A23ip2ip3)=/ dip6 dip5 eXP +ip3ip5 +ip5ip6 +A 23 ip2ip6 +A23iplip2- £A2) 


illustrates this elementary cross-to-planar transformation graphically. 

sequentially this elementary cross-to-plallar transformation allows to extend the GrassmanIl J-vertex into 


a Grassmann model on degree-three planar The transformation is illustrated in Fig. (12) for example 
of a fully-coIlnected 6-vertex. We estimate that complexity of the resulting degree-three planar graph is 

Notice that the described sequential procedure is not unique. In particular, the 
arbitrariness in sequential selection of crossings. Besides, at any step of the transformation procedure 
beneficial to consider the edges prior to a cross-to-planar transformation, thus changlll!,\ 
a way to minimize number of auxiliary vertexes. (This fi-eedom was not used in the 6-vertex example of 

APPENDIX B: TOPOLOGY BEHIND THE DOOR: SELF-INTERSECTION INVARIANT OF 

IMMERSIONS AND SPINOR STRUCTURES 


The main result of this manuscript is represented by Theorem III.7. The proof of the Theorem rests OIl a compu
tation of the relevant Gaussian Grassmann integral using a certain expansion, combined with the Wick Theorem and 
Lemma IlIA. To make the manuscript accessible to a broader audience we presented a purely combinatorial proof of 
Lemma lIlA based on Propositions III.1, Ill,2, II1.3, IIJ.5, and III.6. In this subsection we present a brief qualitative 
discussion (without proofs) of the topology that stands behind the presented combinatorial proofs. This will connect 
our results to the approach developed in [37, 38] for the climer model on surface graphs, and also provide with some 
idea OIl how our results on the equivalence between the Wick and binary models can be extended to the surface graph 
case (this will be published elsewhere 

Note that the statement of Lemma IlIA can be interpreted in the following way: The function <lh, e) of! and 
e defined by Eq. can be viewed as a Z2-valued function defined on the sets of immersed loops, represented 
Cj (1, e), and it satisfies the property q(!, e) what follows we omit "modulo two" , since the fUIlction accept its values 
in Z2). The fUllCtioll q consists of three contributions: the number N e) of intersections and self-intersections of the 
involved loops (naturally modulo two), the number e) of the loops involved, and the contributions s (Cj (f, e)) that 
ariS0 from the individual loops where we have defined e: = (_1)3. What we intend to illustrate is that by combining 
the modulo two numbers of intersections and the modulo two number of loops in a decomposition of a planar cycle 

= N(" e) + e) Z2, referred to as the self-intersection invariant, 
e)) and the corresponding I:>ign factors e: = (-1)" are associated 

vUllIUlIlIIlg the self-intersection invariant with the spinor structure related 
contributions we arrive at the Z2-invariant q = p + s that depend OIl the planar cycle! only, and q 0, since all 
in are cOlltraetable. This will be done by interpreting the loops as closed trajectories of a free planar particle. 

The key space, all relevant objects are a..<;sociated with is the iso~energetic shell lvJ3 = JH:.2 X Sl of a free planar 
particle 1:>0 that for x( r, 8) E JH:.2 X SI the particle position is by r E JH:.2, whereas the angular variable 8 E SI 
describes the direction of the particle velocity. For a smooth planar trajectory C with a lion-zero at all times velocity 
referred to as a an immersion we denote by f( C) its phase-space counterpart with the normalized velocity, which 

forms a in Jl;J3. It is known that a free relativistic zero-spin particle can be interpreted as a random 
walk with the the space-time trajectories weighted with e-ml(G), where Tn is the particle lIlasS, and l(C) is the 

length. The random-walk interpretation can be extended to the case of (1 + 1) spin 1/2 (Dirac) particle 
by Ulultiplying the length-based weight with a phase factor e i1rs (C) that depends OIl how the velocity along 
the trajectory where the phase 

A =1 (Bl)8(C) 
xs .7./,(C) 

' 

is defined via all abelian curvature-free gauge field A, defiued over the space Ivr = Jl{~ x SI, that determines 
the spinor structure. The curvature-free condition reads F = dA O. In we have for any immersed closed 
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(a)OriginaJ six-vertex (b) (c) 	 (d) 

" 	 .'~/1 	 LiI',.. ./", ....... . 


. .. "~f··t//· /~?~~ ~ 
(e) 	 (f) (g) 

A.,j_~..J.~J~./ 	 J~~ 
'''.-/ 	 :<;~~.• /~;;~ . 	 /IYI 

'-...:

(i) 	 (j) (k) (I) 

(m) (n) (0) 	 (p) 

(q) 	 (r)Resulting planaN~xtension of 
the 6-vertex 

FIG. 12: Planar-extension of a fully connected 6-vertex into a planar graph for Gaussian Grassmann Graphical Model. 16 
sequential transformations are shown in consecutive sub-figures. Blue vertexes correspond to new auxiliary/hidden integrations. 
Crossing dashed lines stand for origiual pair of "non-planar" interactions. Blue/green edges correspond to new /re-Ilorrnalized 
GaussiClIl terms of the strength calculClted according to Eq. (A2). 
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smooth trajectory, naturally referred to as an immersion Sl 'i--+ of a circle into the plane, s (C) is given on the total 
number of rotations the particle velocity performs along the trajectory. 

We now consider the modulo two number of self-intersections 'i(C) of a smooth planar trajectory C : 8 1 It 
is intuitively clear that i (C) is a topological invariant only for immersions 1RI.2, i.e., if we deform a trajectory so 
that it an immersion all the time, the self-intersections can appear and disappear in pairs only. If the condition 
of havimr everywhere non-zero velocity is relaxed, this would be not true anymore. This can be illustrated using a 

One can imagine a closed traiectory of the shape of eight", deformed in a way that one 
with a cusp, followed by smothering the cusp, which results into a 

circle. The number of self-intersections changes by one. Note that at the stage of the deformat.ion when we have a 
cnsp, the velocity of the trajectory at a cusp turns to zero. This means that the map C : -> M2 at this stage is 
not an immersion, which actually allows the parity of t.he self-intersection number to be changed. 

Concatenation of t.wo immersed loops results in 

i(C\ *C2 ) ) + i(C2) + +1 (B2) 

where C1 . C2 denotes the modulo two intersection index (the modulo number of intersection of C\ and 
reflects the fact that the number of self~intersections of a concatenation of C1 with is the number of self-

intersections of C1 plus the number of self-intersections of plus the number of intersections of C1 with plus one 
(the seH~illtersectioTl at the point of cOllcatenation), which, as opposed to the :;e1f~inter:;eetioll index, i:; well-defined 
for any continuous loops, not necessarily immersions. Note that for our planar case = °(int.ersections appeal' 
and disaplc)f;ar in st.ated differently it reflects the fact that. all cycles in 1RI.2 are contractable. Nevertheless, we 

thi:; contributions, since for our application it will be convenient to treat intersections and self-intersections on 
the same ground. defining p(C) = icC) + 1 we arrive at 

p(Cl * =p(C1)+ +C1 ·C2 . (B3) 

By the Hirsch-Smale Theorem the topological classes of immersions 1RI.2 are fully described by the l,UjJUlugrUtl 

classes of their phase space count.erparts f(C) : 8 1 M3 ~ 1RI.2 X 8 1 , the latter labeled by the first homology 
group IfdM3) ~ Z. The self-intersection invariant, therefore, is also defined as p : IfJ(M3 ) it is given by the 
natural factorization p : Z --> and satisfies the property 

+ /2) = ) + p(2), (B4) 

where gb) is the cycle in that is obtained by forgetting the velocity information. In other modulo two the 
self-intersection number for an immersion is given by the number of rotations of the unit velocity the t.rajectory 
plus one, 

can be also represenl by unions of In this case we define p = i (U;'=l CJ ) + n, which 
gClICI'i;lJizes the definition for a loop. note that the definition ensures the property by Eq. (B4), Surnma
rizing, we have an invariant defined on If I (M3) ~ Z that satisfies Eq. (B4) and if a is decomposed into il. 

set of loops we have 

n 
n = p (UnC j 

) 
= P (nI:C i 

) =I: +I: +n= I: + I:g(C j )· (B5) 
J=l ;=1 J=1 .i<k j=1 .i<k 

We proceed with noting that due to Eq. (Bl) the phase s can be also interpreted as a linear Illap s : HI (Nf3) -> 

the natural projection Z -> Z2, so that s = p, and defining q = P+Ii we obtain qb) 0, "h. At this point it 
would be WOI'th pointing out that Cirnasoni and Reshetikhin [37] used the self-intersection invariant implicitly since 
the quadratic form q they have used to study the dimer model on surface graphs and the one considered here (in our 
planar case q == 0) are actually the same. However, the objects that naturally arise in the studies of the dimer model 
on surface graphs are represented by disjoint unions of non-self-intersecting loops [34, 35, 37, 38], and, therefore, the 
issue of intersections is never raised in the context of the dimer model. On the contrary, intersections playa role 
in establishing the correspondence between the Wick and fermion models, and should be handled explicit.ly. To the 
best of our knowledge, in the context of 2D statistical mechanics for the first time the selt~illtersection invariant has 
been bromrht. up by Kac and Ward [10] to come up with an exact solution for the two-dimensional Ising model on a 

illterpretation of Lemma IlIA is based on establishing an equivalence between the definitions of 
orientation OIl the extended graph [Eq. (10)] and a spinoI' structure on M2 (presented in 

followed bv an evaluation of the quadratic from q OIl a Z2-cycle / on 9 C 

http:explicit.ly
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generalized loop) using its basic properties. A relation between Kasteleyn orientations on surface graphs Q C M",l and 
structures on the surface has been established by Cimasoni and Reshetikhin [37], who demonstrated that a 

Ka.'ltclcyn oricnat.ioll and a valid dimer configuration on Q produces a spinor structure OIl 1vI2. We 
have implemented a very similar, st.ill diflerellt approach by associating a spinor strndure on lvI2 with a Kasteleyn 
orientation on the extended Qe C l'vJ 2 . Strictly speaking in the present manuscript we have dealt with a planar 

in our forthcoming publication we will demonstrate that exactly the same constructioIl solves the 
in the general surface case. A relation between our approach and that of [37] can be established by a further 

extension of the extended gTaph Q the trick of Tempedey alld Fisher ,12] that results ill a planar (surface) 
graph that has the nudes of valellce twu or three, alld admits It canonical (natural) valid dimer 

To demonst.rate t.he c:qnivalence of the combinatorial and topological definitioml of e(C) we view an immersed 
C' on Qe, associated with an immersed loop on Q as a continuons piece-wise smooth loop in ]R2. Tn very 

small neighborhoods of the nodes we deform C' ill an obviouo way, so that we do not self-intersections in 
these small neighborhoodo, to obtain an immersion : Sl 9-, . In the small neighborhoods of the nodes, where 
the deformations have been performed, the coordinate T, i.e., the ]R2 component of the corresponding phase-space 
trajectory : Sl 1,rl is almost constant, whereas the normalized velocity R makes a Huite rotation ill the 
counterclockwise or clockwise directions for the left and right turns, respectively. Following f(C') OIl the deformation 
of C' back to C' we obtain a c:ontinuous piece-wise smooth trajectory in lvfl that repre::;ents a loop in !v{l, denoted 

with some minor abuse of Ilotation f (Cf 
) :'M\ whose smooth pieces Bab and B(~~) correspond to the edges 

and the nodes (velocity tum::; at the nodes) of G', re!:)pectively. The value of S (/(C')) can be considered as a SlIm of 
the contributions from the smooth pieces, labeled by the edges and nodes of C', according to Eq. (Bl). 
denote by Bab a smooth path in ]R2 that represents the edge of in the embedding Q , whereas for a 
a b -> c of Q" we denote by BS~) the shortest path on {To} x that connects the directions of the velocities at Tb 
on the paths Bnl' and respectiveIv. Then the aforementioned edl!:€ and vertex contributions have the form 

s( b)
Sat> '- ac (x )d:ri,j(B"b) 

respectively. Naturally, = ( 1)8\1(<": ii is given by the product of the edge and node contributions and, 
provided the latter are represented the Kasteleyn edge orientations and left triplet orientations, which can be 

achieved by a gauge transformation of the field A, we reproduce the original combinatorial form, i.e.) 
where the subscripts C and T stand for combinatorial and topological, respect.ively. 

To evaluate qh) for a £:;2 we decompose it into n(-y,{) immersed loops CJ Cj('y,{) and consider Cj and 
C'/ as continuous piece-wise smooth loops in ]R2. We denote by : 8 1 9-> ]R2 and Cj' : 8 1 9-. ]R2 the . 
obtained by deformations of C j and Cj' in small neighborhoods of the nodes of Q and Qe, respe( 
the procedure described above in the context of C'. It is easy to see that and can be deformed to each 
other within the immersion space, in particular ), f(Ci), and f(en represent homologically equivalent cycles in 
M3. Therefore, we have 

n n 
n ) n

qh) q 
( 
t;Cj = H + 2:: C'/' = 2:: s (J(Cj )) + (f(Ci')) + ·C~ 

j~c1.1<,. j=1 j<k 

n

L:> (f(Cm + 11 + (t" +~Cj'. CZ) E' (f(C;I) + n + (B7) 

where N = {) is the total number of intersections and self-intersections. Eq. (B7) with the relation 

cc(Cj ) = CT =(- we complete our topological interpretatioIl of the statement of Lemma IITA. 

APPENDIX C: EXTENDING THE GAUGE GROUP 

In this Appendix we discuss an alternative way of reducing the three illustrative models, dimer, and 
discussed in Section IV, to the WBG model described Eqs. (8,9). In Subsection IV A the dimer model has been 
converted to the WEG model via an example of the gauge transformation described in Eqs. (32,:3:3,34). The ice 
and Ising models strictly speaking do not belong to the clas!:) of vertex models, considered in this manuscript, and 
an additional geometrical transformation (an extension of the original graph) has been introduced in Subsections 
IVC,IVD. 
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In this Appendix we demonstrate that the of the ice and Ising models to respective WBG models can 
be established without extending the original graph. To that end we extend the gauge group (i.e., the group of gauge 
transformations) by the constraints given by (a3). Specifically, we; rdax the constraint 7rab = 7rba in the 
definition of the variables, so that the edge variables 1l'", are represented by pairs 1l'(a,b} (7rab,7rba) of binary 
variables. In addition to the vertex weights fa (1l'a) we further introduce the edge weights 9C/ (1l'oJ We will also use a 
notation 90b(7r"b. 7rb,,) with a natural constraint gab( 7rab, 7rlm) .lJba (7rba, 7rab) that makes this notation consistent with 
the original one. The partition function of such an extended binary vertex model becomes 

ZEE130 = 2: IT fa IT 9" 
11' aEgo nEg, 

A gauge transformation of an extended model is described a set 
matrices with no other restrictions. A gauge transformation for the vertex functions is whereas 
the edge functions are transformed according to the rule 

ba 
g{u,b} ) --> Y{a.b} (1l'(a,b}) = Gub(7r(1b,7r;,b)G (7rba, )gab 7r~a) (C2) 

where Gab denote the matrices inverse to Gab, 

2: Gab(7r~b' 7rab)Gad7rab, 7r:1 1;) = b(7r~b' 7r~b) (C3) 
]Tal, 

Obviously the partition function of the extended model is invariant with respect to the extended transformations. 
We further note that the JmG model (34) is a case of the Extended EBG model (C1) that 

corresponds to the choice of the edge fUIlctions in a form 

and the EBG-model gauge transformations, i.e., the ones that satisfy the constraints of (33), can be viewed as 
the extended gauge transformation that preserve the funct.ions of the form, given by (G1). Obviously, any 
extended model is equivalent to an EBG model. 

The ice model represents a class of gJ'aph-ba.<;ed models, hereafter referred to as arrow models on graphs (AG), 
wl!('re a configuration is given by a graph orie;ntation, a set. of arrows associated with the non-orie;nted edges, 
rather than binary variables residing on the edges. Any AG model can be viewed as a particular case of EEBG model 
by associating with a local edge configuration of an AG model on {a, b}, determined by an arrow a --> b, the edge 
configuration 1l'ab with 7rab 0 and 7rlJa = 1. Obviously the obtained EEBG model to the choice of the 

functions represented by the same off-diagonal matrix wit.h Yab(O, 0) = 9ab(1, 1) = 0 and 1) = 9ab(1, 0) = 1. 
A homogeneous gauge transformation of this form is 

1 (! 1 ) 

transforms the edge functions 9fl1 of an AG model into ones described by This establishes an 
equivalence between an AG model and respective BBG model. Note that the edge function for an AG model is 
symmetric and, therefore, can be viewed as a quadratic form, Then the gauge t.ransformation can be interpreted as 
the quadratic form diagonalization. If performed over real numbers the result has a diagonal form with the signature 
(1, . The imaginary units in the matrix elements in Eq. (C5) are respoIlsible for transforming the obtained diagonal 
matrix into the form given by Eq. (C4). 

Consider a subclass of AG models, hereafter referred to as even AG models, whose vertex functions stay invariant 
upon a change the direction of all arrows, associated with the vertex. (Note that the ice model belongs to this 
subclass.) It is easy to show that the described above gauge transformation transforms an even AG 
model into an even EBG model. Also note that in this even case the vertex functions of the even EBG model 
ale real, despite of the presence of the imaginary unit in the gauge transformation given by The suggested 
gauge tram;formation identifies the subclass of AG models (including, e.g., rhe ice model) in \'VBG models 
upon the gauge transformation by Eq. (arrow-to-EBG), therefore are easy. 

The Ising model on an arbitrary !:"Taph 9 can be also viewed as an EEBG model with the vertex and edge function 

I, Vb,c E 8g(a) 7ra b = 7ra(" , (C6)fa (1l') = { 0, otherWIse 

'Y, 7rab 7rba (C7)
9ab(7rab, 7rba)= { p., 7rabi=7rba ' 
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which differ from notations only. Thf' ga.uge transformation that diagonalizes the vertex 
functioIls go" viewed as model into an even EBC model that belongs to the WBC 

as outlined in subsection IV D. 
we note that the discussed in this Appendix, based on the extended gauge 

be viewed as an alternative formulation leading to the well-known expansion of the 
when the expansion is interpreted as a loop series with oIlly even loops providing nOll-zero contributions. 


